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ABSTRACT: Gene Ontology is gaining attention nowadays. Gene ontology has been widely used for protein-
protein interaction (PPI) networks to discover functions of genes from all the organisms. GO maintains a 
dynamic, structured, precisely defined and controlled vocabulary of terms to represent the roles and cellular 
localizations of proteins. Gene ontology terms are annotated to proteins. Given GO and its annotation data, 
functional closeness between two proteins is estimated by measuring their semantic similarity. The semantic 
similarity between two interacting proteins can be estimated by combining the similarity scores of the GO 
terms associated with proteins. There are several techniques available to find semantic similarity between 
two interacting proteins. These methods for computing the semantic similarity between GO terms are based 
on either information content of GO terms or topological properties of the gene ontology graph. 
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I. Introduction 

 In Bioinformatics, proteins play major structural and functional roles in a cell. They are involved in 
all cell functions that make organs and the body work of any living things. Each protein defines some 
functions. Some proteins provide structure and support for cells, while others are involved in transmitting 
signals to coordinate biological processes between cells, tissues and organs, or in defending the body from 
foreign invaders such as viruses and bacteria, or in carrying out thousands of chemical reactions such as 
reading the genetic information stored in DNA to form new molecules.  

 Protein-protein interaction plays vital role in predicting the protein function of target protein [1]. 
This protein function needs to be defined in structured manner.Bioinformatics has increasingly become a 
data-intensive discipline therefore, ontologies have emerged as an essential computational tool to assist in 
the organization and analysis of data. Ontologies are computational structures that describe the entities and 
relationships of a domain of interest in a structured computable format, which allows for their use in 
multiple applications [2].  

 Currently, one of the most essential ontologies within the bioinformatics community is the Gene 
Ontology (GO). Gene Ontology (GO) maintains a dynamic, structured, precisely defined and controlled 
vocabulary of terms to represent the roles and cellular localizations of proteins. Gene Ontology (GO) is a 
repository of annotations of genes. The Gene Ontology provides a standard vocabulary of terms for 
describing gene product characteristics and gene product annotation data. Gene Ontology is organized as 
three independent directed acyclic graphs (DAG) based on the three aspects of proteins which advances in 
functional attributes (terms): Molecular Function (MF), Biological Process (BP), Cellular Component (CC). 
The most essential relations for GO are is_a and Part_of. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 In this literature work, various strategies and techniques for finding semantic similarity between 

interacting proteins of the gene ontology graph are discussed. Gene ontology graph is utilized for finding 
semantic similarity between interacting proteins then topological properties are extracted from the graph 
and using this extracted topological properties graph is visualized.  

 The graph structure of the Gene Ontology (GO) allows the comparison of GO terms by semantic 
similarity. GO terms have been widely used for annotation purpose in different organisms based on various 
evidence sources. GO terms are annotated to proteins. Annotations are of two types: Manual, Electronic. 
These GO terms can be used to infer the functional relationships between two proteins.  
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 Functional relationship between two proteins can be investigated by measuring their semantic 
similarity. The semantic similarity between interacting proteins can be computed by combining the 
similarity scores of GO terms that are annotated to proteins. Measuring similarity or distance between GO 
terms is a key step for determining hidden relationship between genes. The notion of semantic similarity 
between GO terms is an essential step in knowledge discovery related tasks. 

A. Ontology Structure Based Approach [2] 
The ontology structure-based approaches utilize the graph structure of an ontology. The ontology structure-
based approaches are categorized as: edge-based approach and node-based approach. 

 Edge-Based Approach 
The edge-based approaches are dependent on the paths between two GO terms in the GO graph. The edge-
based methods mainly measure the shortest path length between two terms. The edge-based approach 
calculates the shortest distance by the number of edges, between the nodes associated with two terms of the 
gene ontology. The shorter this distance, the more similar they are. 

Edge-based approaches are based mainly on counting the number of edges in the graph path 
between two terms[3]. The most common technique, distance, selects either the shortest path or the 
average of all paths between GO terms, when more than one path exists. This edge-based technique yields a 
measure of the distance between two terms, which can be easily converted into a similarity measure. The 
common path technique calculates the similarity directly by the length of the path from the lowest common 
ancestor of the two terms to the root node of the Gene Ontology[4]. 

 Node-Based Approach 
The node-based methods mainly count the number of common ancestors between two GO terms. Node-
based approaches rely on comparing the properties of GO terms involved, which can be related to the GO 
terms themselves, their ascendants (ancestors), or their descendants. One concept commonly used in these 
approaches is information content (IC).  

Information content gives information about GO term. Alternatively, the IC can also be calculated by the 
total number of children a single GO term has in the GO graph structure [5], although this approach is less 
commonly used. The concept of IC can be applied to those GO terms that have common ancestors to quantify 
the information they share and thus measure their semantic similarity between them. There are two main 
approaches for calculating IC are: Most Informative Common Ancestor (MICA), Disjoint Common Ancestors 
(DCA). 

 Most Informative Common Ancestor (MICA) 
In this technique only, the common ancestor with the highest IC is considered [6]. 

 Disjoint Common Ancestors (DCA) 
In this technique all disjoint common ancestors that do not subsume any other common ancestor are 
considered [7]. 
In this ontology structure-based technique only the graph structure is utilized therefore, it is difficult to 
measure how specific and informative a GO term is. 

B. Annotation Based Approach [3] 
The annotation-based approaches use not only the graph structure of an ontology but also annotations to 
the terms. The specificity of a GO term in this category is usually represented as the information content of 
GO term. The annotation-based approaches are broadly classified in two categories: Pairwise Annotation 
Approach, Groupwise Annotation Approach. 

 Pairwise Annotation-Based Approach 
Pairwise approaches measure functional similarity between two GO terms by combining the semantic 
similarities between their terms. Each gene product is represented by its set of annotations, and semantic 
similarity is calculated between GO terms from given set. 

The most common methods of measuring protein functional or semantic similarity have been pairwise 
approaches based on node-based technique, namely, Resnik's in 1999, Lin's, and Jiang and Conrath's. Lord et 
al. were the first to apply these measures, using the average of all pairwise similarities as the strategy [9]. 

 Groupwise Annotation-Based Approach 
Groupwise approaches do not rely on combining similarities between individual GO terms. It directly 
computes semantic similarity by utilizing graph structure. In graph approaches GO terms are represented as 
the subgraphs of GO corresponding to all their respective annotations.The first graph-based similarity 
method to be applied to GO was Lee et al.[8]. This method uses Groupwise approach to find similarity 
between gene product by the number of terms they share with other GO terms present in gene ontology. 
Groupwise approaches calculate GO term similarity directly by one of three approaches:Set, Graph, Vector. 
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 Set 
Set approaches consider only direct annotations which are electronic annotations. 

 Graph 
In this approach gene ontology is represented as the directed acyclic graphs corresponding to all their 
annotations which are direct and inherited. 

 Vector 
In vector approaches GO terms are represented in vector space, with each term corresponding to a specific 
dimension, and functional similarity is calculated using vector similarity methods. 
In this annotation-based technique only the Information Content (IC) of specific GO term is calculated and 
utilized. Gene ontology graph structure is not utilized; hence the performance is affected. 
Hybrid Approach [12] 
Compared with Ontology Structure based and Annotation based methods for computing the semantic 
similarity between GO terms are based on either the information content of GO terms or topological 
properties of the gene ontology graph. Since, similarity methods has been widely used in prediction 
purposes, such as protein-protein interaction prediction, interaction network prediction. We must ensure 
that these predictions are reliable and precise.  

Existing methods do not provide precise and reliable protein predictions so to overcome this 
problem hybrid approach is the solution. Hybrid approach utilizes both the topological properties of the 
Gene Ontology graph and information contents of GO terms. 
 

III. CONCLUSION  
 In this paper we have discussed various semantic similarity between interacting 
proteinstechniquesadapted in bioinformatics. These techniques have high influence on system performance. 
Semantic similarity finding methodshave been widely used in prediction purposes such as: Protein-protein 
interaction prediction, network prediction, pathway modelling etc. Existing methods are either based on 
topological properties of graph or information content of GO terms therefore, are not intrinsic to GO. To 
overcome this problem hybrid approach is the solution. Hybrid approach utilizes both the topological 
properties of the Go graph and information content of GO terms.Performance measures such as precision, 
f1-measure etc. are considered. 
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